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          You will find many companies selling used clicker press machines online.
 These equipment are secondhand and usually sold by owners who are 
either unsatisfied with the machine, seeking to find a better 
replacement, or they just don’t need them anymore. The former is the 
most common reason for selling the used die cutting presses. But are 
used machines really worth the price and money? When it is too good to 
be true, better have second thoughts. 
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          If you are looking for cheap products, you will be tempted to buy old 
machines, especially when you are a beginner in the industry. However, 
other than the price, there are other more important considerations you 
need think about before buying a press. Some secondhand die cutting 
machines are being sold because spare parts are no longer available for 
the model. When the machine breaks down, the owner will have no choice 
but to dump it for good. Before this happens, he needs to exchange it 
for a few dollars to at least take back a little portion of his 
investment. There are also manufacturing factories getting rid of their 
hydraulic cutting machines for this reason. It is highly recommended 
that you ask for warranty before purchasing a clicker die cutting press.
 Secure yourself and your business’s future by researching about the 
company or person selling the used clicker press. Check out CJRTec’s 
brand new presses with full warranty on parts and service. 
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        What sets CJR Tec apart?

        	CJR currently enjoys a market share of nearly 70% of all machines sold in USA. 
	CJR has over 40 machines in stock that can be shipped next day. 
	CJR has hundreds of American Clicker Presses in operation. 
	CJR sells to Fortune 500 companies all over the world.  
	CJR has engineers that can support your after-sale service.
	CJR has an extensive clicker press parts department which offers next day shipping for everything you need.  
	CJR offers the only 5-year warranty* in the industry.
	CJR offers FREE tonnage testing on any of our 40 machines in stock. 
	CJR offers a buyback program on all stock machines.
	CJR offers a FREE loaner program on custom build machines.
	CJR has hundreds of customers that you are encouraged to talk to. 
	CJR engineers will visit your facility to discuss current needs for FREE. All you do is pay for travel.
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  Call 801-500-1717 or email support@cjrtec.com 
for more info.
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